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Consciousness Coaching® Master I �– The Awareness Process
a 4 day breakthrough experience of creating your most authentic life

6th to 9th October 2011, Sittard, The Netherlands

Why should I do Master I The Awareness Process?
Ever wondered what your life would look like if you started using 100% of your potential? Ever wanted
to find your true calling? Ever felt like there is more to this life?
What if there is a dormant superpower �– consciousness �– waiting to be awakened in you? What if there
is a way to use consciousness for creating a life filled with joy, passion and love?

Master I The Awareness Process is a course developed to reveal the power of your consciousness and
equip you with the tools to operate this dormant superpower consciousness. Master I The Awareness
Process will put you in the context of self exploration and discovery: during the 4 training days you will
gain insights that are not only inspiring, but also practical and relevant for your life and growth.

What is Master I �– The Awareness Process?
Master I empowers you with:

 Freedom �– feel free, be free and act free

 Passion �– create the life you love to live

 Energy �– transform anger into passion

 Clarity �– know your calling and act from vision

 Integrity �– get things done

 Awareness �– perceive reality from new levels

 Authenticity �– be real and incorruptible

 Presence �– be here and now 
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What is Master I �– The Awareness Process?
Master I is a highly experiential 4 day training process. The content is structured in a way that allows
awareness to build up gradually. What we care for is that you really get the material instead of just
understanding it. Therefore, you will be discovering new layers of material and integrating the
knowledge through exercises. Each training day contains powerful consciousness exploration inquiries
delivered by the creator of Consciousness Coaching® and Master Trainer �– Marc Steinberg, combined
with practical exercises, video presentations and other insightful processes. You will receive a 200
pages workbook to accompany you on the journey.
Day 1 uncovers the distinction �“Identity vs. true Self�”. Day 2 takes you to recognizing a new possibility
of being and explores the power of your word and integrity. Day 3 deals with the emotive force and
teaches you to transform anger into passion. Day 4 integrates all the knowledge gained and invites you
to realize the greatest version of yourself.

How do I sign up?
You can sign up for Master I directly on our website: www.consciousnesscoaching.eu.
If you have any questions, please contact our Director of Operations Charles Ruiters:
charles@consciousnesscoaching.nl

Valuation Afterwards & payment:
Before the training: your obligatory investment is �€ 115: it is required to book your seat and covers the
venue costs and catering during the training days (lunch & dinner included). At the end of day 4 of the
training: you decide what value you gained out the training.

Why do we choose for valuation afterwards?

First of all, it makes the training accessible for everyone. Secondly, it allows creating the relationship
between you and us based on the principles of authenticity and responsibility. We believe that if we
want to be successful, we need to be the ones who take the risk. For you going to Master I might
resemble going on a blind date �– there is some risk involved, and we are willing to bear it. You need to
experience Master I first and judge its value afterwards.

What are the practical details?
The four day training is from Thursday 6th until and including Sunday 9th of October 2011. Each day
starts at 09:00, evenings are open ended (usually we finish between 20.00 and 22.00). The training
location is Sittard, The Netherlands. Participants are responsible for securing their own
accommodation. Details on the venue and a list of accommodation possibilities will be sent to
registered participants.

http://www.consciousnesscoaching.eu/courses/registration-online/
mailto:charles@consciousnesscoaching.nl
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What is Consciousness Coaching®?
Consciousness Coaching® has been created as a passionate and authentic commitment to empower
individuals and organizations globally to raise and expand consciousness and bring people together such
that love and contribution to the Whole can become a worldwide reality.

Consciousness Coaching® was created by Marc Steinberg and has its headquarters in South Africa while
maintaining its growing presence in Europe. Consciousness Coaching® curriculum is internationally
recognized and accredited by ICF �– International Coach Federation. Visit our website for details on all our
trainings.


